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1 
Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

A. Choose the correct option to complete the paragraph.  

Doctors Without Borders 

1. a. start   b. started  c. have started  d. were starting  

2. a. who   b. which  c. where  d. that 

3. a. started  b. has started  c. is starting  d. was starting 

4. a. have lived  b. are living  c. live   d. were living 

5. a. go   b. have gone   c. were going  d. had gone 

6. a. who   b. which  c. where  d. what  

7. a. have helped  b. were helping  c. helped  d. are helping  

8. a. receive  b. have received c. had received  d. were receiving 

9. a. has increased b. increased   c. is increasing   d. was increasing  

10. a. ---   b. a   c. the   d. an 

 

 

B. Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or will. 

1. stops/ will go 

2. will check/go 

3. will have/get 

4. will not be /returns 

5. see/will ask.. 

6. finds/will retype 

7. won’t do/sees 

8. pay/won’t extend 

 

C. Choose the correct option to complete the text. 

MARINE POLLUTION 

1. a. created b. create c. have created d. were creating 

2. a. are b. were c. have been d. are being 

3. a. was burning b. is burning c. has burnt  d. burn 

4. a. is publishing b. published c. has published d. publish 

5. a. occur b. are occurring c. have occurred d. occurred  

6. a. try b. were trying c. have tried d. are trying  

7. a. believed b. has believed c. believes  d. is believing 

8. a. can’t b. should c. do d. are 
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

D. Complete the sentences with can, can’t, could, couldn’t or will/won’t be able to. Then match them 

with the pictures below. 

1. Jeff’s great in the kitchen – he ....can............. cook amazing meals! __E____________ 

2. Jeff ...couldn’t........... cook at all when he was younger, not even simple things. __C_______ 

3. Rob used to be a strong runner. He ..could........... run a marathon in three hours. _F________ 

4. Rob ..can’t........... run a marathon now. He gets tired quickly. __A________ 

5. Sandra ..can’t............. repair her car – she doesn’t know anything about cars. ___B________ 

6. Sandra ...will be able to....... repair her car when she finishes her mechanics course. _D______ 

E. Write sentences and questions using the words given. 

1.Can you hear that strange noise?…… 

2. Were you able to arrange an appointment with the dentist yesterday?…………… 

3. After the operation, I couldn’t walk properly for two weeks.……………... 

4. Last week the firefighters were able to put out the fire after two hours.……….. 

5. Will we be able to get a flight next Tuesday?……………………. 

 

F. Rewrite the sentences using be able to. 

1. I will be able to attend the meeting tomorrow at then o’clock.……….. 

2. Two students weren’t able to finish the test yesterday……………………….. 

3. Animals aren’t able to speak………………. 

4. Are you able to touch your toes?…………………………………. 

5. Sue will be able to get her apartment next year……………………………………. 

6. Were you able to do the homework yesterday?………………………………. 

 

G. Use the correct form of be able to and complete the dialogues. 

1. A: Was he able to do  

B: wasn’t able to finish… 

2. A: Are you able to understand 

B: will be able to explain…… 

3. B: wasn’t able to jump 

4. A: I won’t be able to go….. 

 

H. Rewrite the sentences using the modal verbs in brackets. 

1. …Jane could visit Switzerland next year …………………………………. 

2. ……I may take Spanish lessons………………………………………………… 

3. .…The weather might not be sunny tomorrow………………………………… 

4. …Jane could be late because of the traffic……………………………….. 

5. …This water could be dangerous………………………. 

6. …We may not see them at the weekend…………………………………... 

7. …Jake might be in his room…………………………. 

8. …Kevin could take up drawing…………………………….. 

İ. Choose the correct option. 

1. May 

2. could  

3. Could 
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

4. can  

5. might not 

 

J. Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or will. 

1. You …won’t get…(not get) your visa if you ……don’t get.……..(not get) those shots. 

2. I …won’t take…………(not take) my bike on the trip if the forecast …is…..(be) bad. 

3. If she …does…..(do) a good job as our tour guide, she …will get…..(get) a promotion. 

4. If we …don’t hurry..…….(not hurry), we …won’t get…….(not get) there in time. 

5. If we …don’t catch……..(not catch) this train, we …will take……(take) the next one. 

6. If the weather …is…..(be) good tomorrow, we …will go……(go) to the park. 

7. If they …go…(go) to Morocco next year, they …will visit…..(visit) Marrakech. 

8. If there …aren’t..(not/be) cheap flights to Europe, we …won’t spend.…….(not spend) the 

weekend in Bruges. 

 

K. Choose the correct options to complete the conversation. 

A: Ben, I’m planning to go to your hometown this summer. 

B: Really? You‘ll have a great time. 

A: Yeah, but I’m a bit worried. I’ve heard that there are a lot of pickpockets. If I go/ I’ll go there, I’ll 

lose/ I lose my wallet or camera. Is that true? 

B: Well, there are criminals around. For example, you’ll see/you see people playing gambling if you’ll 

walk/you walk down the main street. And if you’ll leave/you leave your bag open, it’ll be/it’s easy for 

someone to take your wallet. 

A: Hmm you’re right. 

B: But if you’re /you’ll be careful, you won’t / you don’t have any problems. Don’t carry a lot of 

money in your wallet. That way, if someone will take/takes it, you won’t lose/don’t lose all your 

money. 

A: Good advice! Thanks Ben. 

 

L. Complete the sentences with your own ideas. (Answers may vary.) 

 

M. Write if sentences using the given words. 

1. …The journey will be more relaxing if we travel by train………………………… 

2. …If you visit the museum, you won’t regret it…………………….. 

3. …I will give you my Paris guidebook if you like……………………….. 

4. …If we eat in a restaurant for tourists, the food will be more expensive……….. 

5. …If you ask him to take a photo, he will want some money…………………….. 

N. Choose the correct option. 

1. when  

2. if  

3. when  

4. when  

5. when  

6. If 

7. If  

8. If 
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

 

VOCABULARY 

A. Find the right word for these sentences from the table above. Write N for NOUN and V for 

VERB for each use of word. Make necessary changes in tense.  

1. The police are still trying to identify the cause of the fire. (N) 

I hope the children haven’t caused you too much trouble. (V) 

2. Her injury ruined her chances of winning the race. (V) 

We visited the ruins of the ancient city of Sardes in Manisa. (N) 

3. The shop said they would replace the television since it was still under guarantee. (N) 

European Airlines guarantees its customers top-quality service. (V) 

4. It costs a lot to buy a house in this part of Istanbul. (V) 

It's difficult for most people to deal with the high cost of healthcare. (N) 

5. I ate the last of the cookies. Sorry. They were so delicious! (N) 

The meeting lasted 5 hours! (V) 

6. This was still a good buy even at the higher price. (N) 

He couldn’t afford to buy a house. (V) 

7. Most wild animals won't attack unless they are provoked. (V) 

Enemy forces have made an attack on the city. (N) 

8. The cost of the project has increased significantly since it began. (V) 

There has been a significant increase in the number of young people who smoke. (N) 

 

B. Find the missing word in each quote about environment. There are 2 extra words in the box. 

1. earth  

2. wind,  

3. resources  

4. melting 

5. deserts  

6. soil  

7. river  
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

8. bees.  

9. dry,  

10. protect/save  

11. save/protect  

C. Here is a list of expressions with ‘make’. Complete the sentences below with the words in the 

box to form expressions with ‘make’. There can be more than one answer in some sentences. 

1. difference  

2. money  

3. sense  

4. sure  

5. arrangements/plans/promises  

6. noises. 

7. friends  

8. changes  

9. effort  

10. suggestions  

D. Find the correct verb for the following sentences. There are two extra verbs. 

VERBS SENTENCES 

 

owe 

receive 

regret 

lend 

adjust 

allow 

deliver 

avoid 

iron 

pollute 

exist 

 

 

1. exist.  

2. regret  

3. adjust  

4. allow  

5. owe  

6. deliver  

7. avoid  

8. iron  

9. pollute  
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

 

READING 1 

Read the text. In which paragraph will you find information about 

1. Some important events for the diamond district? __C______ 

2. Something else that’s interesting about the district? __D_____ 

3. The history of the diamond industry? __A______ 

4. The popularity of diamonds now? __E_____ 

5. The location of the diamond district? __B_____ 

READING 2 

A. Scan the texts above and find the answers to the following questions 

B. Guess the meanings of the words underlined from the context and choose the correct 

option.  

1. Woods mean   a) a small forest      

Clutch means a) hold something tightly 

2. Sink means         b) going below water’s surface 

3. Hammer is         b) a tool for hitting things 

4. Rub means      a) to press against something with a circular repeated movement 

Release means   a) give freedom or free movement to someone or something 

 

1. He thought he died. 

2. Kurt’s face had turned red and he didn’t seem to be breathing. 

3. There was too much weight. 

4. 4 men 

5. He stopped, took his cap, closed his eyes and bowed his head in prayer.  

6.  His wife 

7. a metal dish 

8. his neighbour 

9. James 

10. back on the country road 

11. less than 24 hours 
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Pioneer Pre-Intermediate, Module 6 (pages 57-66) Future will, Time Clauses, be able to. 

Module 7a-b (pages 67-71)may, might, could, Conditional Type 1. 

C. Identifying the topic: Look again at the jokes. Write the title of the joke that 

involves…… 

 

a. extremely inconsiderate behavior: the talking clock 

b. one individual outwitting several others: a tricky decision 

c. an unfortunate misunderstanding: the helpful hunter 

d. a sensitive situation handled very tactlessly: some bad news 

e. an excessive interest in sports: at the golf course 

f. a foolish waste of a lucky chance:  The magic bottle 

 

 


